
 

Comprehension or  
Topic Question Task 

 

TASK TITLE 
Looking at the physical geography 

Of Europe 
Week Beginning 27th April 

 

INSTRUCTIONS 

This is an online book, which lets you examine the physical nature of the land. Look specifically at the land  

formation in the UK and France. Can you spot the higher land? The rivers?  The major cities? Specifically try to pick 

out Manchester and Paris. You may want to look on Google Earth and see if you can spot the same features. 

 

QUESTIONS 

 

1) P 6/7  shows you the major rivers in Europe.  Research the five longest rivers in Europe,  

their length and the countries they pass through.  

 

2) Look at the major cities in Europe on p 8/9.  How many capital cities and their countries 

 can you  can you name? I will post a 10 question quiz on Seesaw to check on your progress.  

 

3) P10/11 shows you the physical landscape of the UK.  

Estimate what percentage of Scotland is mountainous. 

Ho 
 

 

4) Pick out Manchester on the map on p 16/17.  Why do you think that it gets so much  

rainfall? Which other major cities is it near to?  

 

5) Look at pages 18/19.  Look at where London is located on the map. Why do you think tht it grew 

so rapidly into such a large, sprawling city?  Give three reasons.  

 

6) Move to p26/27. Here is the landscape of France. Where are the mountains located? Why 

 are some in darker brown. Try to pinpoint Mount Blanc and research its height in m.  

 

7) P 28/29 shows you the major cities in France. Which one would you most like to visit, 

 looking at its loction and why?  

 

8) Extension:   Use google earth to look at some cities in more detail. 

                      Make a comparison page between the UK and France. You may want to  

look at population 

                       

 

                                  look at population, climate, landscape 

  

 

  

 

 


